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YOUTH ADVISORY CONFERENCES -

APRIL 28th and MAY 12th, 1970

N
T

WOAI-TV-4, in an effort to serve total community
needs, held two YOUTH ADVISORY CONFERENCES at
its studios - the first one on April 28th and the second
one on May 12th, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. O

These sessions involved the youth of our community
and offered them an opportunity to "tell it like it is" in
our search for understanding. Our objective in sponsoring
these conferences was to identify community problems as
determined by the youth. U

Our first TV-4 ADVISORY CONFERENCE, held on
April 10th, involved 35 adult civic leaders; the two youth
conferences combined totaled 93 University and Senior
High School students, for a grand total of 128 conferees
engaged in open discussion regarding the problems facing rp
our community today. 1

With the many conflicts and problems facing our
youth today, we believe this booklet, which documents the
proceedings of the two youth conferences, will give you an
insight to the thinking of our young generation. Our
youth are concerned about the future - they are concern-
ed about the problems of the community. They are think-
ing - and they are able to offer concrete solutions to help
resolve community problems. N



4:00 p.m. Cokes and 7-Up. Get acquainted time for all
participants.

T
H 4:15 p.m. Welcoming remarks by Edward V. Cheviot,

Vice President and General Manager of WOAI-

E TV/Avco Broadcasting.

F 4:30 p.m. Station videotaped presentation shown, outlin-
ing present Station programming and public
service activities.

O

R 5:00 p.m. Ray Laube, Community Services Director for
WOAI-TV, explained the ground rules for the

M Conference and moderated this hour of the
program, while conferees evaluated the top

A priority needs.

T 6:00 p.m. An open and free 30-minute discussion period
with conferees expounding and qualifying
their individual ideas of community needs.



F
O

The documents included in this booklet represent the
entire proceedings of the two TV-4 YOUTH ADVISORY
CONFERENCES which were held on April 28th and May
12th in the WOAI Studios.

T
This was a "search for understanding" with a cross- H

section of San Antonio youth from the Colleges and Senior
High Schools represented. Each one participating in these
conferences became aware of the various and poignant prob- E
lems facing us today from an economic, cultural and ethnic
standpoint and each conferee realized the importance of
"getting involved" for the betterment and growth of our
community.

E
The inauguration of the TV-4 ADVISORY CONFER-

ENCES was, in itself, a unique experiment in television. C
The "think tank" system of group discussion allowed each
participant an opportunity to voice his concerns. From these
discussions, the TOP PRIORITY COMMUNITY NEEDS O
evolved. These twenty TOP PRIORITY NEEDS plus the
SUPPLEMENTAL NEEDS are included in this presenta-
tion, along with the dialogue of each conference as recorded
by the Court Reporter.

D



Opening Remarks

EDWARD V. CHEVIOT
Vice President/General Manager

This is an experiment in television and it is probably a new experi-
ence for you. Several weeks ago, we had our first TV-4 ADVISORY CON
FERENCE with a group of thirty-five adults. We sat in this room for al-
most ninety minutes and discussed the problems of San Antonio as that
group saw them.

The fourteen-minute videotape presentation which von will see
simply informs you of what this station, WOAI-TV-4, is doing in the area
of community involvement. Following this presentation, there will be a
thirty-minute session for your group to identify and spell out the problems
as you see them in San Antonio. Most of the problems we are looking for
will be primarily social problems and people-oriented. This is not a Cham-
ber of Commerce-type session, where we talk about the North Expressway
or the building of the canal down to the Corpus Christi area. We will talk
about people-problems from your point of view.

Underlying this TV-4 ADVISORY CONFERENCE is our "search
for understanding." We are searching with you to identify the problems
that concern you. And this is a new experiment in television. No other tele-
vision station, to our knowledge, in the country has gone this far to as-
certain the needs of the community in this manner.

We are obligated to program in the public interest. The best way we
know to do this is to bring in a representative group of citizens like you
from time to time to tell us like it is - what is going on - what concerns
you. And from this discussion, from this ninety-minute session, we hope to
be able to develop new types of programming concepts, new editorial posi-
tions and prime-time documentaries. You will be helping us to change the
face of San Antonio.

If you would like to serve on a permanent TV-4 Advisory Commis-
sion, please sign your name, your school and your address on the index
card which will be given to you before you leave. You will be getting mail
from us through the course of the year - questionnaires asking your
opinions on certain programs.

Some of you high school students will go on to colleges away from
San Antonio and will not be available to us, but those of you in college
in San Antonio will be and we value your opinions. We may not agree with
you - because we understand there is a "generation gap" - whatever
it means - but we are trying to bridge that gap today. We are trying to
work together to solve some of the basic problems of the community.

If you will look at the television now, we will have a fourteen-minute
videotape showing you how we are performing now in the public interest.



Station Presentation

As evidence of WOAI-TV's concern, the following is an example of
the type of programming scheduled in the community interest:

TV-4 JOBS has been telecast over WOAI-TV since September 1968.
These half-hour shows each week, produced in cooperation with the Na-
tional Alliance of Businessmen, have helped ease the unemployment prob-
lems in our area. Some 3,500 hard-core unemployed persons have become
productive wage earners since the program began.

ADELANTE started over our facilities on December 1. 1969. Monday
through Friday, from 6:45 to 7:00 a.m., in an effort to help the Mexican-
American become aware of the opportunities available to help him upgrade
his standard of living. These programs are informative and included in
this series were fifteen field test programs for oral English instruction
prepared by the University of Arizona.

MINORITY FORUM allows invited guests to participate in an open
and free dialogue so that the lines of communication among minority
groups and the remainder of the community may be kept open. This prog-
ram is telecast once each month from 12:30 to 1:00 p.m.

TV-4 NEWS originated its NEWS WATCH program as a source of
finding the needs of the community as expressed by its viewers. Citizens
are urged to write in, express their ideas for community improvement, of-
fer suggestions or recommend action.

CONVERSATION has been telecast on Sundays over our facilities
for over two years. Each program is provocative and each guest has con-
tributed in pointing out the needs of our city and in offering ways and
means of solving many of our problems.

Miniature documentaries appear in series form on our prime-time
NEWS, with investigative reports on such subjects as "High Density Hous-
ing in San Antonio," "Hemisfair Plaza Re-Use," "Bilingual Education," etc.

TV-4 has presented documentaries with a wider scope to include
MAJOR ROWE ON DISSENT, THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE GOALS
FOR GREATNESS. CRISIS: DRUG ABUSE, THE DRUG ABUSE CON-
FERENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL SCHOOL AT
SAN ANTONIO, DEATH DRIVER, TWO WHEELS TO ETERNITY -
all programs of vital concern to San Antonians.

Our remote unit is on the job to cover every major event taking
place in our area from the SAN ANTONIO TEXAS OPEN, FIESTA WEEK
PARADES, and RODEO PARADE to the INSTALLATION CEREMO-
NIES FOR ARCHBISHOP FRANCIS J. FUREY.

WOAI-TV-4 NEWS EARLY REPORT is always open to the con-
cerns of the day. Interviews with its guests often develop into in-depth
discussions on subjects of major interest to the community.

When the unusual happens in our city, TV-4 cameras are there. Our
job is never finished and we will continue to help "Change the face of San
Antonio'. It is our responsibility as broadcasters to meet this tremendous
challenge.



To acquaint the conferees with WOAI-TV's community service
program, a fourteen-minute videotape was presented. A summary of that
tape follows:

What used to be the main concern of a few has taken on new dimen-
sions at WOAI-TV-4. Individual dedication by WOAI-TV employees has
enabled us to broaden our total community commitment. There is added
enthusiasm to the task of meeting each challenge and this added support
from the individual has greatly increased our ability to act upon the many
problems within the community.

February 3rd was declared "Total Community Involvement Day"
for all Avco Broadcasting employees by our President, Mr. John T. Murphy.
On that date, too, Mr. Edward V. Cheviot, Vice President and General
Manager of WOAI-TV/Avco Broadcasting, urged individual dedication for
better understanding within the community.

Our guidelines for all community services are ascertaining the
problems or needs of the community and the area served by WOAI-TV,
documenting these needs, management evaluation of the problems received,
and a program of action.

Through the use of our WOAI-TV Speakers' Bureau, personal com-
munity contact survey lists, TV-4 Editorials, letters from viewers in
response to TV-4 NEWS WATCH, and tours of our facilities by civic
groups, we are able to reach the citizens of our community. Through these
contacts, we confront the important issues facing our people on every level
of daily living.

But knowing the facts is not enough. WOAI-TV is committed to ac-
tion - to follow through to help alleviate each problem area. During the
past year, 243 local, state and national non-profit organizations have bene-
fitted from 7,444 public service announcements. Our on-air contribution in
allowing these organizations time to tell their story over our facilities
amounted to $632,740.

TV-4 EDITORIALS presented by Mr. Cheviot let our audiences
know just where we stand on the important issues of the day. These edi-
torials have helped to change the face of South Texas. Several of them
have helped lead to bills being introduced in the State legislature - one
supported a proposal which became an amendment to the Texas Constitu-
tion - another helped change attitudes about policemen and helped to re-
cruit approximately 1,000 police applicants.



Top Priority Needs

From these two TV-4 YOUTH ADVISORY CONFERENCES with
our College, University and Senior High School students participating, the
following twenty TOP MINORITY NEEDS evolved. These are the basic
needs the conferees felt were essential in upgrading our community living.

" Promote recreational facilities for individual neighborhoods.

" Support equal education with State support for driver education.

" Encourage freedom of choice in education.

" Encourage student participation in Governmental affairs.

" Develop more employment opportunities for students in the

summer.

" Ensure completion of University of Texas at San Antonio.

" Television and other media should promote increased awareness

of local Government.

" Promote English instruction to Mexican-Americans in Headstart

and Adult Education.

* Study ways and means to combat poverty.

" Stimulate support for aid to private and parochial education.

* Improve sidewalks in and around school areas.

" Encourage the building of and a continuation of Wheatley High
School.

" Establish counselling procedures and improve communication in

the area of drug abuse and alcohol.

" Publicize the dangers of pollution of our environment.

" Promote a better understanding of ethnic groups and cultures.

* Support better drainage systems in many areas of our City.

" Support crime prevention, and provide funds for a morfefficient
police force.

" Re-route the North Expressway.

" Establish better educational facilities for retarded children.

0 Emphasize objective news reporting.



Suppletnentary Needs

Many of the needs listed by the participants are critical now, while
others reflect the forward thinking and the concern of our young people
for progress in San Antonio. The needs listed below are individual ideas
of community needs.

* Pave streets to prevent accidents, especially in lower economic

areas of the City (example: 34th Street in Edgewood District).

" Improve police protection in slum areas.

" Close bars which have a record for disorderly conduct.

* Place a traffic light at Durango and Brazos Streets.

* Clean up creeks which are a breeding place for mosquitoes.

" Eliminate vandalism in schools

" Increase and improve park and recreational areas; initiate recrea-

tioial programs during the summer and after school hours.

" Improve poor housing in San Antonio.

" Improve relationships between police and juvenile delinquents.

* Use television to improve understanding between peoples of dif-
ferent races.

" Promote food management project for low income families.

" Assist the migrant worker through vocational training.

* Stress accomplishments, not just tragedy, on Newscasts.

" Solve the unemployment problem among unskilled workers.

* Stamp out illiteracy among all groups of people.

* Reduce inflationary spiral in housing, food and public facilities.

* Allow teachers in the San Antonio Independent School District to

voice their opinions concerning their relocation due to the closing

of Wheatley.



" Establish more bilingual programs in the San Antonio Inde-

pendent School District.

" Promote cooperation between school districts in m a t t e r s of

curriculum.

" Have more coverage of State Legislative activities on television.

" Devote more time to community problems such as drug abuse and

legal advice on television.

" Provide funds to build a sports stadium for schools on the

southside of San Antonio.

" Provide more job opportunities for Anglo-Americans.

" Change police anti-youth attitude.

" Provide a good education for all elementary school children:

especially provide bilingual education.

" Concentrate on waste dumping in the San Antonio River and the

City's inadequate sewage treatment.

" Control drug traffic into San Antonio and provide m e a n s of

rehabilitation for drug users.

" Stress correct, unbiased news coverage; de-emphasize the "blood

and guts" type of news reporting.

* Channel the energies of youth more effectively

" Re-evaluate the role of education in individual development.

" Re-allocate funds to all school districts to obtain curriculum

equality.

" Investigate illegal abortion techniques used by practitioners in

the San Antonio area.

" Objectively analyze the facts and problems associated with legal-

ized use of marijuana.

" Plan traffic and road system needs for twenty years from now..

" Emphasize voting rights for eighteen-year olds.



" Develop HemisFair Plaza facilities and promote a Resource

Center there.

" Attack voter apathy.

" Teach underprivileged people how to make the most of what they

have.

" Increase and fund scholarships for deserving students.

" Introduce more "black" courses in local high schools and colleges.

" Eliminate bussing of students to schools simply to obtain racial

balance.

" Emphasize peaceful ways to demonstrate.

" Advertise places of entertainment which are reputable and which

cater to teenagers.

" Emphasize traffic safety and clear intersections of any obstruc-

tions.

" Equalize State and Federal funds to public, private and parochial

schools.

" Promote more reasonable and up-to-date liquor laws and enforce

liquor laws more strictly.

" Promote ways to involve more people in school activities and

City projects.

" Improve the School-Parent communication; inform the home

about new teaching methods.

" Downgrade the City's economic dependence upon the military

establishment.

* Build more homes through the Urban Renewal program.

* Eliminate the tax drain to San Antonio by doing away with the

"Bedroom Cities" like the incorporated cities of Alamo Heights,

Terrell Hills, etc.



* Investigate prejudice by news media against various candidates in
May 2nd primaries.

" Raise interest rates so that bonds can be sold to build a neW
Wheatley High School.

" Promote more Federal aid in order to fund such programs as

SANYO, YOP, etc.

" Increase the number of stop lights in San Antonio.

" Telecast sessions of the City Council.

" Publicize information about military obligations and stress equit-

able Federal military conscription of eligible males.

" Built more high schools in San Antonio to alleviate overcrowded

conditions.

" Schedule more Forums such as this TV Youth Advisory Confer-

ence.

" Control types of movies shown at drive-ins and theatres.

" Cut welfare programs for the needy where there have been abuses

and consolidate programs.

" Quit emphasizing the problem of school integration since San

Antonio's problems are not the same as those in other southern

states.

" Encourage greater community support for cultural events (per-

haps a permanent City Foundation to subsidize local artists).

" Promote broad-based industry in San Antonio.

" Televize events taking place at each of the high schools.

" Telecast English lessons to aid in bilingual education.

" Establish neighborhood youth councils to present proposals to the

City Council.



" Stress cooperation between the San Antonio Fire Department and

rural districts.

" Establish a central office where people could call for advice when

they are in trouble.

" Promote donations for a Methodist, Baptist or Catholic Student

Center at St. Philip's College.

" Provide adequate neighborhood health centers for the poor.

" Establish a more realistic representation of ethnic groups in

City government.

" Improve the quality of education and increase teacher salaries.

" Inform people about birth control.

" Improve our library system and build additional libraries.

" Erect a warning signal at the railroad crossing on 1518.

" Shut down the fertilizer plant on 1518 because of pollution.

* Patrol the downtown river area more effectively.

" Lower movie censorship for X-rated movies to 16 years of age

as in other Texas cities.

" Light Highway 37 from Rigsby exit to Military Drive.

" Accent beautification program for parks, highways and medians

on the southeast side of the City.

" Improve San Antonio Jail facilities and management.

" Tackle the downtown parking problem.

" Allow policemen to take patrol cars home with them so they may

be on call during off duty hours.

" Make information available concerning scholarships, federal loans

and grants to College-bound youth.

" Provide more aid for the 16,000 retarded people in San Antonio.

" Emphasize the importance of the family unit.



CONFEREESS - APRIL 28, 1970

Conferees

April 28th, 1970

INCARNATE WORD COLLEGE

Colette Flusche

Kitty Spaulding

OUR LADY OF THE LAKE COLLEGE

Kathy F. Kelly

Michael F. Marley

ST. MARY'S UNIVERSITY

Diana Abdo

Rick Noll

ST. PHILIP'S COLLEGE

Larry Davis

SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE

Jan K. Andrews

Jimmy Jordan

TRINITY UNIVERSITY

Bob Campbell

William Earl Wilson

ALAMO HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL

David Ladensohn

Carolyn Mok

BRACKENRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL

Felipe Casso

Wilford Peppers

LUTHER BURBANK HIGH SCHOOL

Alicia Almaguer

Mary Alice Garza

SAMUEL CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL

Thomas Thompson

Leon Wright

EAST CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

Gary Ashorn

Pamla Holmes

ROBERT G. COLE HIGH SCHOOL

Steve Tillotson

EDGEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Dora Hilda Muriel

Joe M. Urbano Jr.

Roger Varela

THOMAS EDISON HIGH SCHOOL

Larry L. Simpson

Tricia Tynan

L. W. FOX TECH HIGH SCHOOL

Gloria Ramirez

Vivian Rivera

HARLANDALE HIGH SCHOOL

Jerry Krajca

Jose Segura



OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES HIGH SCHOOL
Pat Kuntz

SAM HOUSTON HIGH SCHOOL

Patty Jo Murphy

Wally Wilson

JOHN JAY HIGH SCHOOL

Dilia Vasthi Camacho

Stephen Kelley

Robert Wilkinson

THOMAS JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL

George Secrest

Vincent Torres

JOHN F. KENNEDY HIGH SCHOOL

Maria Del Carme Alearo

Arthur Lerma

SIDNEY LANIER HIGH SCHOOL

Janie Leija

Esther Macias

ROBERT E. LEE HIGH SCHOOL

Carol M. Jones

Randy R. Ross

McCOLLUM HIGH SCHOOL

Debbie Cuda

Jerry White

JOHN MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL

Janet Bellanger

Carl Gustafson

MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL

David Paul Falcon

Herlinda Garcia

THEODORE ROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL

Karen J. Lamport

Lawrence Carlin Short II

SOUTH SAN ANTONIO HIGH SCHOOL

Mary Janell Johnson

Victor D. Stuckey

SOUTHWEST SAN ANTONIO HIGH SCHOOL

Chuck Friesenhahn

Frances Friesenhahn

PHILLIS WHEATLEY HIGH SCHOOL

Artis C. Hodge

James Myart

May 12th, 1970

ANTONIAN HIGH SCHOOL

Terry Michael O'Connell

Alan Rastrelli

WINSTON CHURCHILL HIGH SCHOOL

Steve Kosub

Tammy Tiner

CENTRAL CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Fred Weigano

HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL

Ricardo Cedillo

Ray Joseph Esparza

HIGHLANDS HIGH SCHOOL

Rodney Dietert

Kenda Wagner

INCARNATE WORD HIGH SCHOOL

Maryanne Franza

Jan Waneck



JUDSON HIGH SCHOOL

Mary Heinen

David Pace

KEYSTONE HIGH SCHOOL

Mona Clee

Chuck Fischer

MacARTHUR HIGH SCHOOL

Howard Hancock

MEDINA VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL

Denise Etter

Tim Fischer

PEACOCK MILITARY ACADEMY

Ralph Mendez III

David Andrew Shelden

PROVIDENCE HIGH SCHOOL

Blythe King

Ginny Van Delist

ST. GERARD HIGH SCHOOL

Barbara Adkisson

Oscar Saucedo

ST. MARY'S HALL

Alex Allard

Lica East

SEGUIN HIGH SCHOOL

James Beicker

Debra Clair Fritz

SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL

Priscilla L. Alejos

Yolanda Ruiz

TEXAS MILITARY INSTITUTE

James E. Montgomery Jr.

John P. Steves

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL SCHOOL
AT SAN ANTONIO

Kathleen Cody

Earl M. Stenger

WOAI-TV PARTICIPANTS

Edward V. Cheviot

Vice President and General Manager

Jack Carroll

Program Manager

Ray Laube

Director of Community Services

Bob Lunquist

News Director



Conclusion

It is the consensus of the management of WOAI-TV-4 that the best
way to attack these community problems and to nromote effective resolu-
tion of them is to circularize this booklet to the greatest number of con-
cerned citizens possible and for WOAI-TV-4 to take an expanding role
through its facilities to help in some measure to "Change the face of
San Antonio."

To accomplish this, we are making this documentation of the Con-
ferences available to elected officials on the Federal, State, County and City
levels who are concerned with people-oriented problems and who have
either direct or indirect responsibilities in these areas. All interested civic
service organizations in our City and every member of the WOAI-TV staff
will receive a copy.

WOAI-TV-4 will enlarge its commitment to program in the public
interest and increase its communications with the participants and other
concerned groups by its editorial voice - its documentary News unit -
its public affairs programming - and its public service responsibility.

The information contained herein documents the proceedings of
the WOAI-TV-4 YOUTH ADVIISORY CONFERENCES held on April
28th and May 12th, 1970, in our Studios. Other Conferences covering sub-
jects pertinent to San Antonio and its citizens will be scheduled by this
Station from time to time to promote better understanding in the interest
of a greater San Antonio.

EDWARD V. CHEVIOT

Vice President/General Manager



What
students

think

April 28th



MR. LAUBE:

MISS SPAULDING:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS SPAULDING:

MR. LAUBE:

MISS SPAULDING:

MR. LAUBE:

MISS SPAULDING:

MR. LAUBE:

MISS SPAULDING:

Let's start with Table No. 1 and indicate what you

feel the needs are - one, two, three - and we'll go

on down the line.

Kitty Spaulding, Incarnate Word. Our first need was

increased recreational facilities, especially more

local neighborhood parks.

Neighborhood as opposed to Brackenridge Park?

Yes.

Are you talking about something similar to Austin's

neighborhood pools?

I think so.

Parks and pools?

Yes. The second need was equalization of educational

facilities and opportunities throughout the City

school district. State-supported driver's education

should be made available in all high schools. That's

part of the educational facilities we wanted. For

credit. State sponsored, so we wouldn't have to pay.

And what is number three?

Increased opportunities for students to become informed

about City government and to actually act in an advisory

capacity on relevant issues. The emphasis was that we

felt the need to be more informed.

a



MISS ANDREWS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS ANDREWS:

MISS MOK:

MR. LAUBE:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS MOK:

MR. CHEVIOT:

Y am. Jan Andrews from San Antonio College.

Our number one priority was information for high

school and college students about summer employment.

People need information concerning who to contact,

where, etc.

Summer employment opportunities?

Yes. Then, we had anything that television could

do to speed the site selection and completion of

the four-year State-supported university in San

Antonio. The third one was basically the same

thing as number two up there. We had San Antonio

school districts need to be equalized in quality of

education. Possibilities of a centralized school

district should be explored.

I am Carolyn Mok from Alamo Heights. Our number one

priority was that the mechanics of local government

should be broadcast, especially important City

Council programs, and explanations of local elections

and various precincts. Local elections should be

stressed more, such as the issues or any amendments

being presented and the candidates running for office.

That would be educating the electorate.

On government activities.

Community awareness.

More local awareness of government activities via the

news media or television.

b



MISS MOK:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS MOK:

MR. LAUBE:

MISS MOK:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS MOK:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS ABDO:

MR. LAUBE:

MISS ABDO:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS ABDO:

There should be more increase of bigger and better

headstart programs in the elementary schools and

in teaching English to adults.

You have two ends of the spectrum.

Teach English both to pre-schoolers and adults.

Teach English to the Spanish community pre-schoolers

and adults.

Number three.

Solution to poverty and poor living conditions

in San Antonio.

Do you have a solution?

Well, a way to find a problem solution to the poverty

in San Antonio

Okay, the need to increase programs to combat poverty.

Diana Abdo, from St. Mary's University. First, we

have drug abuse in relation to increase in crime.

More rigid enforcement of laws prohibiting drug use

and alcoholic consumption by minors.

Are you for it or against it? Could we combine drugs

and alcohol?

You can say drug abuse would be the major one.

Everything that is said here and everything that is

put on your papers will be published in this document

we talked about earlier.

The second one is something you have up there:

recreation and entertainment facilities for the public.

In other words, publicity of the presently available

facilities where young people could go in order to

c



MISS ABDO:
(cont'd)

MR. MYART:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. MYART:

MR. LAUBE:

MR. MART:

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

CARROLL:

MYART:

CARROLL:

MYART:

CHEVIOT:

MYART:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. ROSS:

avoid confrontations with law enforcers for mis-

demeanors committed for lack of better things to do.

Third one is allocation of federal funds for private

and parochial schools. Prevention of these schools

having to close and overcrowding the public schools.

Aid to private and parochial schools.

James Myart, Phillis Wheatley High School. Number

Four that you have up there is our top one selected.

Drug abuse is number two. Drug abuse and its effects

on the crime rate.

Combating and eradicating?

Yes.

With it would be promoting effective means of combating

poverty. That goes along with the area, wouldn't you say?

Then, we have public works. This is still that part of

the slums. Public works, road facilities, sidewalks,

recreational facilities.

You also said the public highways and by-ways, sidewalks?

Such as sidewalks and additional roads.

This goes into the poverty area?

Not necessarily.

Sidewalks in and around schools.

The third one is the problem concerning Phillis Wheatley

High School.

The current debate over Wheatley High School. Put down

Wheatley High School. We know what that is.

Randy R. Ross, Robert E. Lee High School. We chose

d



MR. ROSS:

MR. CARROLL:

MR. ROSS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

ROSS:

LAUBE:

ROSS:

CHEVIOT:

ROSS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. ROSS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. ROSS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. ROSS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS GARCIA:

drugs as our top problem. We thought the way to

delete this problem would be education as to the

law and biological effects. Have more prime time

programs.

What type of broadcast?

Such as that movie, that fifteen minute one you showed

just one time. You should show it more often.

It ran ninety minutes on Thursday night. We received

one phone call.

You got one? I never saw it.

We had a series that was programmed in the afternoons.

Run it some more.

We are going to re-do it some time in prime time.

The second problem - a really great problem - is

pollution of our environment.

Ecology.

Our third problem was unification of San Antonio's

various ethnic groups.

Unification in terms of what?

Sir, that should be job employment; or the Phillis

Wheatley problem, or the bussing of students.

Eliminating discrimination. Does that cover it?

Better understanding. Ethnic understanding.

Understanding of ethnic culture.

Herlinda Garcia, Memorial High School. Our first problem

was greater understanding of ethnic groups. And
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MISS GARCIA:
(cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. HODGE:

by this, we want to have people be able to talk to

each other and know each other's culture and w jy_ of

life. It's the same thing you have up there.

Second need was better drainage systems. This is

what the city needs. When it rains, people can't go

to work and children can't go to school. There is

open sewage in the South side. There are no sidewalks

for the children.

And our third problem was crime prevention.

This will come under more job opportunities, better

relationships between police and juveniles, prevention

of vandalism with better use of public schools in the

summer; and trying to prevent these tavern shooting

incidents and the morbid comments made on news casualties.

They bring in all these auto accidents and everything.

You can see the dead people on the ground. They bring

all of these in color, with blood pouring all over the

streets. They bring in fires.

We'll pick this up in the next thirty minutes. This

session is open and free with uninhibited and uncensored

dialogue. If you want to talk more about these issues,

or if you want to talk more about ones you put down and

it isn't on the board, stand up and talk. Not a debate

but a dialogue.

Artis C. Hodge. From Wheatley High School. I'd like to

possibly get a little sentiment from the people in here.

I am sure we are all aware of the Wheatley situation.

I'd like you people to respond to this. If you're not
f



MR. HODGE:
(cont'd)
MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. LAUBE:

MR. HODGE:

MR. FRIESENHAHN:

MR. HODGE:

MR. SHORT:

sure of what the issue is, I'll explain.

Why don't you do this in about two or three minutes.

The hub of the issue.

Let's say it's like this: Our main purpose right now,

our main goal is to see a new Phillis Wheatley High

School. The school board says they intended to build

us one and they say it's down in their minutes, but

it's kind of hard to hold on to minutes, you see.

What we need is something tangible. Minutes are all

right but they are not exactly tangible evidence.

Now, you say, why not accept the school board's minutes?

The only rebuttal I could say for that is look at other

promises. The school board has made quite a few

promises. Like most of those promises, they have been

broken. And the Wheatley issue is to see that the new

Wheatley school promise is not broken. To us, the only

way we are going to make sure that it is done is to

put a little heat behind it. In other words, when the

school board is there, we're going to be there to say

the same thing over and over until they give us tangible

evidence.

Chuck Friesenhahn, Southwest High School. The plan

right now is that a new Wheatley High School will be

built. And until it's built, the students at Wheatley

will be transferred to these other schools. Right?

Yes, sir.

Carlin Short from Roosevelt. I was wondering if the

question at Wheatley is the ethnics or if you want to
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MR. SHORT:

MR. HODGE:

MR. MYART:

have an all black school? Is it just a school problem

that everybody that goes to the school is black?

The question with Wheatley High School is: We want a

school. We want Phillis Wheatley to be accessible

to the community. Not exactly the black community.

Don't put it on the north side, though, where the

black community can't get to it. See my point?

James Myart, from Wheatley High School. Something I

would like to explain: We are one hundred percent

for integration. And we want Wheatley High School

to stay open until a new school is built. And if this

is not possible, we want to be - we want half of another

school - like Fox Tech half in Wheatley.

Five years ago, the school board was given time to come

up, I mean, time to clean up the district. But they

waited until year before last to do something about it

and the plan was presented to Health, Education and

Welfare. All but three plans were okayed. The fourth

plan said Wheatley High School should be closed - phased

out. You know the old saying, "You can't fight City hall."

You can't fight the government, see? Federal government.

But that's what we intend to do, see? It's eighty percent

black at Wheatley. And by sending us to Tech, we are

integrated because it's over eighty percent Mexican-

American at Tech. Dunbar Junior High School was

closed. It was predominantly black. Douglas, which was

predominantly all black, was closed down. Now they are
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MR. MYART:
(cont'd)

MISS MURPHY:

MR. MART:

proceeding to close Wheatley. We feel that the black

community is being discriminated against.

Patty Jo Murphy, Sam Houston High School. It's my

understanding that all of us go to school for an

education. And I understand that the problem with

Wheatley is that you want to save the name. He said

there is no feeling about integration. He said and

you said that you don't want the group to be stripped

of the negro heritage. Another problem this year is

the problem of civil rights. This is something that

was more or less forced on us. But the Federal govern-

ment did make provisions for all students in the San

Antonio Independent School District to be given an

equal education and this was done. I go to Sam Houston

High School. We have received students from several

schools who were transferred. And I believe that many

of these students were unhappy because of the transfer.

But the school, from my understanding of Wheatley, is

being closed because of substandard conditions. Right?

And that the students are being transferred where they,

too, might get an equal education. This is not merely

just closing it because it's all black, but so every

student in the district can have equal education.

I agree. Let's see - about the ethnic group, it's

eighty percent black over there. And I still think

it's inadequate for an educational institution. I

also think that Tech is inadequate for an educational
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MR. MART:

MISS MURPHY:

MR. FALCON:

institution. And when we are re-zoned, most of

the students from Wheatley are going to Tech. That's

the way it was done. I asked the question of the

superintendent of the schools, "Why, like Tech

and Jefferson is all together? Wheatley and Sam

Houston or Highland all together?" He couldn't give

me the answer.

As I see it, we are all going for education. I

know that many of the students who have been more

or less forced to go to Sam Houston this year have

felt that it was not right. But if we do have the

opportunity to go somewhere for an education, I think

that we are being provided with the best - well, not

in our district - I'm not saying we are provided with

THE best - but we do have the opportunity. And from

my understanding, the discussion or protest at Wheatley,

whatever it is considered, is based on the name change.

Is that it? I mean, you want to save the name? Is

this what the whole deal is? I don't know. I've

heard what you said awhile ago that you wanted; you

all wanted to protest until another school was tangible

or visibly seen to be named Phillis Wheatley.

David Paul Falcon, Memorial High School. I don't think

that the students at Wheatley High School are trying

to save the name "Wheatley." I feel they could care less

that it says "Wheatley," but I feel they want a school

for themselves. I mean, they want to improve their

school. It's like at our school. We are trying to
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MR. FALCON:
(cont'd)

MR. STUCKEY:

improve our school. It's not just the name. I could

care less.. .the name at our school. But what we

want - I want to better myself through it. We are

saying that we want a better education. By all means,

if you can, give it to me. I mean, if they are willing,

they can open their hands, all right. But if not,

I'll have to go hunting for it myself. I think this

is what they are trying to do. They are trying to

better themselves. What else can they do?

Victor Stuckey, from South San. I don't: believe this

is a question of saving face or even saving the name of

Wheatley High School. Every school is, like our own

democratic form of government, where we have a certain

pride in it. People have a pride in their high school.

I am proud of South San. And there is a form of

democracy there. I feel that if my school does something,

I'm for it one hundred per cent. The same way at

Wheatley. Every school has a heritage. The heritage has

grown throughout the years. I know the Bobcats have my

heart, you know. And it will be on my senior ring.

The same way with Wheatley. I believe it's not for

the sake of saving the name or even saving face, but it's

a fact that heritage has been built up. I believe this

is the thing. Whether the school is moved or not, the

heritage has been lost.

And I believe another thing - the high schools in San

Antonio are now overcrowded and I don't believe that it's

even feasible to think they should now close one high
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MR. STUCKEY:
(cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. FALCON:

MR. CHEVIOT:

school and put these students into other high schools

when there is already an overcrowdedness. I believe

they should keep Wheatley open until there is another school

built and form a committee to improve the substandard

education. This should come from outside help and

internal improvement. I believe this should be done.

It should be kept open until another school is built

and then, perhaps, if the education has not been improved

in this district, do something else. But first, there

should be internal improvement within the district itself.

Sunday night at ten-thirty, we're going to have a

fifteen minute special on the Wheatley problem. We

are talking to the people in the community who are

involved and they are going to have a chance to express

their views over television. This is one way in which

we can help to communicate to the community and help

to resolve this of kind of a problem. I don't know how

it can be resolved. HEW made the decision. It was not

the Board of Trustees or the City Council. It was HEW.

David Falcon, Memorial. I don't believe these students

would like to be hauled fifteen or twenty miles to

another school.

I understand the problem. I don't have the solution, but

we intend to put the problem before the community Sunday

night at ten-thirty.
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MR. MYART:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. STUCKEY:

In building a new school, even if it's on the same

site, even if it's where Wheatley is, we're talking

about a school that will hold fifteen hundred or two

thousand students. This will bring in other students

from the area. HEW said they don't care. They just

don't give a damn how the community feels. That's

what we care about.

Let's go to another topic. We have covered this for

about ten minutes.

Victor Stuckey from South San. I'd like to go into

the problem of drug abuse. Everything has a beginning

point. And most beginning points start when maybe

you're three or four or five years old, when you start

learning things or you learn by trial and error or by

conditioning. Your first five, six or seven years are

very important. You go into a poverty stricken area

where you don't have much money and you're pretty bad

off. You progress until you get a substandard education.

Once you have dropped out, there are no programs or very

few that will help you to get a job and help you to be

able to support your family when you get married.

From there, you are received into an environment and

you meet such people who are pushers and dope addicts

and you come in contact with more of these people.

From there, everything keeps on advancing.

One of the major problems of crime are people who are

under the influence of either alcohol, drugs or things

like that. I believe this all seems to form into one
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MR. STUCKEY:
(Cont'd)

MR. FALCON:

basic problem of the first few years of getting the

right start; getting a start where you can progress

in life and where you can get off on the right foot

so you will be able to be received in your own

society and make something of yourself.

David Falcon, Memorial High School. In relation

to this drug abuse problem, I think that if the people

in San Antonio, and even throughout the nation itself,

are to more or less face the problem of drug abuse,

they should get the facts. These people at the top

get the information and give out booklets telling them

they should do this and shouldn't do that, and so forth.

Whenever sssions are held on such things as drug abuse,

I believe the people who are giving these sessions

should give the true facts - not just hand out booklets

or whatever it is. This does help but once they show

what is happening, some film strips of people who are

actually on a bad trip or good trip or whatever you

want to call it, it will hit the people harder and

they will be able to realize that this is a bad thing.

And we had better put a stop to it. I have attended

these sessions once in awhile and I haven't seen

where they have the true facts or the true results

of what really happens. If they put these film strips

out, it wouldn't just be a man standing up there

threatening or frightening the people. You would just

be telling the true facts and they would have to

accept it.
n



MR. WILKINSON: Bob Wilkinson, John Jay. I think that John Jay is

ranked about first or second in drug abuse. You all

had this program on about drug abuse - that ninety

minute special - but it didn't have much publicity.

I know of a few students who have tried to stop

because they saw the actual use and what it was, and

what it could do to you.

of these shows, and maybe

force around our district

decline steadily.

Gloria Ramirez, Fox Tech.

more information given to

damage that can be caused

taking drugs. But as far

in controlling drugs and

should relax those laws.

I feel that if you had more

more action on the police

,the drug problems would

I think that we do need

the public concerning the

to the person himself from

as legislation is concerned

their abuse, I believe we

Because, just as in pro-

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS RAMIREZ:

hibition, when they decided this buying and making

whiskey was illegal, it just brought on that much

more drinking and flowing of liquor. If we relax

these laws, the drug abuse wouldn't seem as important

to the public to try because it's something anybody

can do.

You don't mean dangerous drugs. You mean marijuana, pot?

Such as that, yes. If it's restricted and they say

hands off, it's going to be that much more important

to people. And they are going to say this is exciting

because it is against the law. I think really it's

wrong to have such strict laws on this.
0
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MISS BELLANGER:

MR. GUSTFSON:

Janet Bellanger from John Marshall High School.

It's common knowledge that the penalty for any type

of drug abuse really messes up your record for the

rest of your life. All of us - and I'm sure other

friends of ours - know people or friends who have

been or are presently on drugs. If you know someone

like this, report it to the proper authorities. These

people need help - yet, also, realize the penalties-

for it. And you say which would be worse? It's almost

a debate on which is the right thing to do. Some

people sit back and they don't do anything about it.

Carl Gustafson, John Marshall. Relaxing laws, you

know, when you get to the point where you have to

compromise with people who are breaking laws and you

have to compromise with people who are doing something

wrong - lessening the punishment element will lessen

their interest in doing this - this is a pretty bad

state. When people start compromising, you're getting

to a pretty bad point. Let's give in to them. They're

going to keep breaking the law. Let's make it a lesser

law. We are making advances. But as far as marijuana

and as far as those pushers, it's my opinion, but I

think that is one area where we could upgrade the law.

It's these people who are responsible. It's these

people who are pushing it on the kids. It's not your

pusher who starts out. It's adults, the organized

crime. It's these kinds of people - I think laws

should be more strict on this rather than less strict.
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MR. SHORT: Carlin Short, from Roosevelt High School. I think we

are addressing ourselves to a serious problem, but I

think we are missing the big point. The person who

is hooked on drugs is not necessarily a criminal by

nature, but a person driven by a compulsion to

commit certain crimes or who under the influence of

certain drugs will commit crimes. I would personally

advocate that drugs be openly available to any type

of addict. I think this would alleviate several

problems. First of all, it would take the pusher

out of the market. He would find himself faced with

competition who could probably undersell him. Secondly,

it would take away some of the charm in illegality of

drugs and present a little more realistic view of

drug addiction. I think drug addiction should be

treated as a sickness. They need help. If more

places and more programs could be set up to help the

drug abusers, like the AA for alcoholics, without fear

of the law and get down to the problem with more of a

personal relationship, it would help. Why not? A lot

of them need somebody to lean on during that time. Most

of the time - or a lot of the time - there is nobody

there. That might be one of the problems.

Did you know there is a group like this being fornrd

now? If you want more information, you can talk to

me later and I'll get you in touch with them.

It should be publicized more, too.

MR. LAUBE:

MR. SHORT:
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MR. ROSS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. STUCKEY:

Randy Ross, Robert E. Lee High School. A solution

might be testimonials from persons who have been

addicts and supposedly are rehabilitated. One

such group is Teen Challenge in San Antonio. It's

located on the south side. It's kind of a rehabilitation

center for drug addicts, alcoholics - you name it and

they try to help out. And it's all voluntary. These

people volunteer. They are all young like us. They

go to church gatherings. They go places. They give

their testimonials on how they got hooked on drugs,

how they started out and how they got cured. It's

really great listening to them. They are young and

they give it straight down the line and they have been

through the problem. They don't say it's not bad. It's

really a great feeling. But they've got so messed up

in their lives, they completely got off drugs. People

I've talked to who have heard these people give

testimonials are really impressed with them.

Thank you.

Victor Stuckey from South San. What he said about

legislating drugs, I believe is a good idea because,

as he said, - there is a certain charm in doing something

that is illegal. By legalizing drugs, it would put all

drugs under Federal inspection and it would eliminate

all the bad stuff that could cause death for the

person who didn't know anything about it. I believe

it would be good if you could put all these drugs

under Federal inspection, and get them
r



MR. STUCKEY:
(cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. LADENSOHN:

available to these addicts or people who are actually

hooked on drugs itself. One of the things that is

being done - it's called a house - I don't remember

the name but it was in Life Magazine and Life had a

cover story on them - it was where they would take

in an addict and make these drugs available to them

through this house. These people need other people

of the same kind to realize these people are looking

pretty bad so they think, "I must be the same way."

By doing this, they were eliminating drugs solely by

giving them smaller and smaller doses until they were

able to function without the drugs. I think this is

what should be done. By legalizing the drugs, this is

the cure for the whole thing.

How about a new topic?

David Ladensohn, Alamo Heights. This TV show or

movie you just showed us - there were many that you

showed us that we had not seen before. Even though

you are doing so many things good, you could also not

be getting it across to the pubic. I noticed in a

recent newspaper article at Sixty Minutes and First

Tuesday, which I consider two very good shows, Marcus

Welby, M.D. is their only competition and he was

getting the top Nielsen rating of any show. That

paper mentioned that people aren't getting this

information. A ltt of research on something local

and psychological should be made to see what can make
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MR. LADENSOHN:
(cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. LADENSOHN:

MR. LAUBE:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. FALCON:

MISS MOK:

these shows interesting enough and still informative

to where people would prefer this to just casual

entertainment. I think that there are a lot of shows

that you all are as guilty as the other stations in

carrying that really have very little value. Although

everybody deserves entertainment from TV, you have

the entry into peoples' houses. They don't have to

read a paper or pay for it or anything like that.

You can get the facts across and they can sit there in

their armchairs and see them. I think a lot more work

needs to be done through TV to educate the public. Our

group brought out the idea on city government. But

there are a lot of other things that some news shows

are making an effort on.

Are the young people today watching television?

Well, I thought that I watched TV, but I've seen very

few of these programs. The publicity has been good

but it hasn't been good enough.

A pamphlet on drug abuse went to the high schools.

On the ninety-minute "Crisis: Drug Abuse," we sent out

a brochure to every high school - to every school - in

advance of the telecast.

We never got it.

This is on the same topic. Carolyn Mok, Alamo Heights.

The point is that this needs more publicity. How many

people can say there is not advertisement pushing

Sixty Minutes or First Tuesday? Like David said, they

are not the best programs on the air. The topics are
t



MISS MOK:
(Cont 'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. WILKINSON:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. CARROLL:

interesting. They are not all on serious programs

such as the moratorium or something like ecology programs.

One time they brought up psychics who got in touch

with composers. The trouble is that nobody pushes them.

They think Sixty Minutes or First Tuesday is dull and

dry. I think there is a necessity for better publicity.

Thank you.

Bob Wilkinson, John Jay. I think that TV stations are

hitting on better programs. You relate to the youth.

This new program - I'm not sure what program it is now -

has been increasing in popularity at least around our

neighborhood. It seems to center around happenings in

America like youth dissent, pollution and birth control.

It receives a great amount of publicity and because of

this publicity, people are beginning to watch it more.

Jack Carroll, would you explain the concept behind

"Generation" and perhaps we can get some kind of

reaction from this group.

"Generation" is a new program we are attempting to

develop to listen to you folks talk. What it is you've

got to say about whatever it is that happens to be on

your minds. . .whether it's draft card burning or whatever

it is that's being discussed today. Unfortunately, we

still are groping for another word. We still use that

funny word, "gap". I don't feel particularly I've got

a gap or that we have been suffering from any gap.

We get a group like this together and a lot of you

didn't know each other when you came in. You were

stand-offish but it warmed up as you started to relax
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MR. CARROLL:
(cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

VOICE:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. CARROLL:

and express your true feelings. How great it would

have been if we could have had a couple of hidden

television cameras and a few mikes. But we don't

experience this when we take the cameras out. There

is still that moment of fright when somebody says,

"You're on". We break two minutes and then somebody

turns a switch and you're on again. Act natural. It's

difficult. We;re trying to fight it. We're trying to

come up with some means of allowing you to present

yourself - and this is not only you - this goes for

the people up here on "Conversation" and 'Meet the

Press" and the rest of them. But the program "Generation"

is going to attempt to develop talk and tell what it's

all about. We went through a lot of flaky titles and

finally came up with "Generation." It could be a whale

of a program - and I think it will be. We'll find the

key - something to give you this feeling of relaxation

when the cameras and microphones are on. Currently, we

are looking at it as a monthly project in attempting to

schedule it on Sunday evenings from five-thirty to six.

Do you think the young people would watch this type of

program?

If they knew about it.

Assume they know about this one. Will they watch it,

react and respond and participate, do you think?

Would you just sit and watch it and say, "oh"? Or

would you have some ideas and say, "Hey, they're missing
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MR. CARROLL:
(cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS GARCIA:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS GARCIA:

MISS LAMPORT:

the boat. I'm going to write them a letter and tell

them they're not really where it is at all." Like

we just completed doing two programs over at the

Gatehouse. Now, what's your feeling on the Gatehouse,

the Habit or the Hutch, or some of these places. That's

where it's going on. Is that where it's happening? Where

do they have to go? These are the things that we would

like to know. Hopefully, you've got some pieces of

information on the suggestion list we have given you.

These are the areas we have concern about. But,

unfortunately, we don't get out and run with you. We

don't know where it's going on, wherever it is.

Another example which is frustrating to us and to the

station. According to all the national surveys, young

people don't view television news. I'm not talking

about Sixty Minutes or First Tuesday. But the 10 pm

and 6 pm. There is a tremendous vacuum of young people.

What are they listening to - Rock and Roll?

Herlinda Garcia, Memorial High School. I feel that

usually at six o'clock when the news comes on - or at

five-thirty, we are either at band practice, track

practice, football practice - or some kind of practice

which doesn't end until six-thirty.

Ten o'clock you're on a date.

Ten o'clock you're on a date or you're asleep or you're

doing homework.

Karen Lamport, Roosevelt High School. When they tell

about the shootings and the accidents and all, well, I

know it's happening. It's not like they're telling me
w



MISS LAMPORT:
(cont'd)

MISS BELLANGER:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS BELLANGER:

MR. JORDAN:

MR. STUCKEY:

anything new. You hear it every night - the same

things. That's not interesting, whereas Sixty Minutes -

there are a variety of things and you learn from it.

Janet Bellanger from John Marshall. With the programs st

as "Generation," I'm sorry but if it's important for

the young people to watch and other people as well, it

seems like a better time could be selected. Sunday

afternoon people are out of town or maybe they have

decided to go up to the lake for the day or something.

In general, most people aren't even home on a Sunday

afternoon.

What about ten-thirty? Is that better? You're all

in bed, aren't you, by ten-thirty?

Sunday is a bad day for TV.

Jimmy Jordan. I am from San Antonio College. I'd like

to add something to Mr. Carroll's remarks that might

supplement this whole thing we're trying to achieve

here today. I would like to see a program set up

similar to SMU's program bringing in big business men

such as you gentlemen to create a forum and try to

express our views and your views and just more or less

create a better understanding on both sides. I believe

this would help the program that you gentlemen are

trying to do on television.

Victor Stuckey, from South San. I believe that what we

are doing today will be most beneficial, and I believe

it should be held more regularly than it is now. Perhaps

form a committee where people from South San or Holmes or
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MR. STUCKEY:
(cont 'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. LADENSOHN:

such, can say how about coming over to my house and

talk? Let's talk about some things. Perhaps by

them, we can relate to other schools. Let's start

a program and get something going. I believe we

should all get together every month. I've talked to

Holmes and I've talked to MacArthur. I believe we

should have more of these programs and it would be

very beneficial.

Thank you.

David Ladensohn, Alamo Heights. In regard to the idea

of what should be on the air, we are all pretty much

against the killings and things like that being shown

because we see it any night you turn on. I asked one

of your newsmen one time why all this time was wasted

since we all seem to think there are more important

things that could be on the air. He said the most

important thing in America is a human life. And any time

one is lost, that is most important. But I feel that

there are other areas - like people dying of starvation

in our country and a human life in Viet Nam. Yes, we

spend five or ten minutes a night on the local news

with who shot who and who ran off the highway and that

sort of thing. Back to my attack on entertainment, which

I guess is pretty unwarranted, it seems like two or

three hours of soap operas straight. You all stay home.

You get pretty bored. When you stay home from school

and you have to watch that kind of stuff, you think that
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MR. LADENSOHN:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. LADENSOHN:

whoever is watching this, say a third or a tenth of

this time, could be spent learning something. You

know, we spend all day learning something. It just

seems like a waste of their time. And you know,

ultimately, all this time keeps adding on and it just

seems like we are wasting our time away if we sit in

front of a TV and all we see are the same soap operas

over and over. I feel like the programs you showed

us examples of are great. But they are exceptions

rather than the rule.

There is quite a bit on television that is listed in

TV Guides and daily logs that are just tremendous. But

like most people, we don't look at what is going to come

up on Monday night or Friday night. There have been

wonderful specials on all three TV networks. They

don't rate very well. It's frustrating to us to sit

here and program a ninety-minute program on drug

abuse and then get one phone call. When we picked

up the live moon pictures, we received twenty-five

calls because we cancelled some soap operas. This is

the thing that we face.

If people were more educated - I don't know. I realize

it is a process and it's hard for someone who is in the

business to just jump in and, you know, lose all their

viewing audience just for lofty goals. But if people were

educated in the first place, if they knew the issues and

if they knew what was going on, maybe they would be more

interested in things like this.
z



MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. FALCON:

MR. LUNQUIST:

MR. FALCON:

MR. LUNQUIST:

MR. FALCON:

MR. WILKINSON:

We are going to do even more in the face of that

kind of complaint. That's the reason for this type

of a Conference.

David Falcon, from Memorial. I'd like to add to that

about the newscast showing the killings and all that.

The things you see, you see it one time and you see it

again and you become immune to it. Then it's nothing.

I mean, my little sister and watch it and watch it. By

the time she's old enough to realize what is happening. .

You're talking about the ambulance chasing period -

opening and closing the door and away it goes.

Yes, there is nothing to it.

The surprising thing about time, I can show you the

newscast and I can show you a monitor of our competition.

We monitor these every night. There are six, seven or

eight stories. The surprising thing as far as the

ambulance chasing is concerned is that there will be

one or two stories. It's really in the minority, but

it stands out strongly. Tonight we had about seven

puff balls. Puff balls are little features.

Another thing on that soap opera, the only thing I suggest

is that the people who complain are the people who like

to gossip. So and so is having an affair with so and so.

That's about the only thing they have to do.

Robert Wilkinson, John Jay. I think on these programs

you all are presenting, you only present them periodically,

once every six months.
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MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. WILKINSON:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. WILKINSON:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. WILKINSON:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. WILKINSON:

MR. WILSON:

There is a special almost every week on this station.

If you would have them more and more often - and have

it where you know it's going to be presented - like

a certain item - like the drug abuse - if it happened

in a series where you had it for two months once a week,

it would catch the youth, no matter what the parents say.

Suppose we had what we call mini-docs. You saw a

couple of examples. Suppose we increase efforts in the

ten o'clock news and had a mini-doc every evening?

The kids would watch it.

Would they watch it?

If they know when it's going to be - everybody knows

it's on and knows it's on this channel - Channel 4 at

ten o'clock.

"Generation" - we've got to promote that name, Jack.

We've really got to promote that name.

"Generation" - if you started having it and where you

give it a prime time when you tell what's going to come on

and you run it consecutively enough, then pretty soon,

the kids would be knowing what time it's going to come

on and they will start watching it. Like the moon

watch. It's something interesting to everybody. It's

something everybody could get a lot of knowledge from.

Wally Wilson, from Sam Houston. On prime time, I

understand, this is quite expensive time and I understand

the business point of view. As far as Friday night and
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MR. WILSON:

MISS GARCIA:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS GARCIA:

MR. SHORT:

Saturday night, it's very little this year I've

watched TV. Most of t1-e time I'm either at a

basketball game, a football game or running around. I

feel that most teenagers, I hope, are home Monday,

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. I think this is when

the most TV is being watched or, possibly radio listened

to.

I believe this idea of youth can be overworked. Most

of them are boring. I don't like to watch boring shows.

I think something like "Generation" could be interesting

if you found something that captivates the audience.

Most of these things are boring.

The concept is to have fifteen or eighteen students

from different localities to come in or we'll go out -

but to have no "establishment" in it except to respond.

That thirty minutes will be there to talk about long

hair and Viet Nam or taxes or what-have-you. Would

that kind of concept hold their attention?

I can see you could get a lot of people not having a lot

to say on these programs. That would be wasting your

time. I think you'll have to find somebody with a

good opinion.

Carlin Short, Roosevelt. Instead of having a show that

was run by, say the management here, and calling for

fifteen or eighteen kids and throwing them in a room,

having a group of young people actually produce the show

as far as interest is concerned, it would probably be a little

topical.
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MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. LADENSOHN:

MISS MOK:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS ANDREWS:

MISS BELLANGER:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS ANDREWS:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. STUCKEY:

Do you mean a talk show and have the kids produce it?

Have the kids moderate.

Having kids going in to it - you might give them a

try. Showing fifteen kids and having each kid give

you a comment. Something like Sixty Minutes. They

present the questions and present all views. If they

need a person to support their view, then they will

put it in. But put fledgling people on it.

These should be talk panels?

Jan Andrews, San Antonio College. I think this is an

outstanding idea and will work very well to have the

students produce it.

Janet Bellanger, John Marshall. Would it be possible

to send out questionnaires beforehand when you're

going to have these specials - either to the high

schools or through the newspapers - and ask the people

their opinions? How did you rate this show? How would

you like to see more of them?

We want to use these cards. We want to have you on a

mailing list. We'll send you a card from time to time

on current programs and any program ideas.

If you had something like this for a particular show,

it would help to promote the viewing audience. Maybe

they wouldn't hear about it otherwise. Something for

them personally.

We'll do that on drug abuse. We'll send a questionnaire

to every school in town.

Victor Stuckey, South San. I believe this question
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MR. STUCKEY:

MR. CHEVIOT:

all boils down to one thing: television should be

entertainment or it should be a learning instrument.

I believe people are having a hard time changing over

from strictly entertainment to that of presenting a

view which is not only educational but actually makes

sense. People seem to look at television through

rose-colored glasses, such as Bonanza and Hoss and

all that. This is all good. Nice family. But

actually, television brings out more ideas and

opinions and lets you start thinking a little bit. I

believe the ratings on the specials is what is wrong.

People are thinking about television as primarily

entertainment - not ideas to think about.

We thank you very much for your participation.

CONFERENCE ENDED AT 6:15 PM.
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MR. LAUBE:

MISS FRITZ:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS FRITZ:

MISS RUIZ:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS RUIZ:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS RUIZ:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS RUIZ:

Let's stars ;ith Table No. 1. The secretary

will give the top needs to Mr. Carroll and he

will list them on the blackboard. Give your name

and the school you represent.

I'm Debbie Fritz from Seguin High School. At my

table, we thought these were the most needed: One,

more adequate channels of counseling and information

on the use and abuse of drugs; two, recreation for

the youth - better and more facilities.

Are you talking about neighborhood recreational

centers?

Yes. The third is: more involvement by youth in

government, starting with the local level. This

includes an understanding of the community govern-

ment.

I'm Yolanda Ruiz. I am from Southside High School.

The first need was youth employment.

Opportunities? Year around? Summer? Part time?

Yes, during the summer. The second one was that

many private schools lack financial aid and educational

quality, and there is a need for standardization.

Equal education?

State unversities. Educational quality and

standardization.

Equal education?

Yes, the third is drainage problems for southside

and northside.
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MR. O'CONNELL:

MR. CARROLL:

MR. O'CONNELL:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. O'CONNELL:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. O'CONNELL:

MR.

MR.

MR.

CHEVIOT:

O'CONNELL:

CHEVIOT:

MR. O'CONNELL:

Terry O'ocineil, from Antonian High School.

The first and foremost problem was the bussing of

Wheatley students.

In what regard?

In closing down Wheatley High School.

You're against Wheatley closing?

Yes. The reason why we thought this way was

because bussing, as passed down by the Supreme

Court, was supposed to equal out the racial attitude.

It doesn't equal out anything. It is supposedly to

give the students at Wheatley a better education and

we felt it would be better to keep the students at

Wheatley and work with them directly, rather than

to destroy Wheatley, destroy the students' sense

of pride in Wheatley, and thereby destroy the student.

Our second need was to oppose the northwest express-

way, that it should be re-routed around Brackenridge

Park.

Somebody is on the side of conservation.

Number three was the betterment of the police force

in San Antonio.

What do you mean by "betterment?"

More funds for the police force.

More funds for a larger police force or a higher

quality?

A more efficient police force.
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MISS TINER:

MR. LAUBE:

MISS TIMER:

Tammy Tiner, Churchill High School. Our first

need was creating better educational facilities

for the retarded. No one at our table knew that

there are 16,000 retarded persons in San Antonio.

These people have very inferior educational facilities.

There are special educational facilities at all schools

but these are far inferior to the people's needs. We

think that these facilities should be updated and

we should recognize the need for social acceptance

of these people.

Are you a member of TARS?

No. Our second need was improvement of the mass

media. This includes radio, television and news-

papers going more for an optimistic attitude, and

hearing both sides of the story without emphasizing

either side.

Is this primarily the news that you're talking about?

Newspapers, mainly.

Are you talking about news reporting? How about

listing it as "Increase objective reporting."

Yes. Our third need - we felt that both education

and poverty went hand-in-hand - and San Antonio

has many areas of poverty down to hard-core unemploy-

ment. We felt that education throughout San Antonio

was not equal and many schools were better, but these

problems should be handled to the satisfaction of

the entire community.

Equal education?

MR. LAUBE:

MISS TIMER:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS TINER:

MR. CARROLL:
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MISS TINER:

MISS KING:

Work through uhe poverty areas trying to balance

it out.

Blythe King from Providence High School. One need

is for the school board lines to be erased because

they imprison kids in their own environment. Because

I'm Black and because I live on the east side near

Wheatley, I know what this can do. Kids I've gone

to school with made better grades than I did, but

now I know much more than they because I have gone

to a better school. I can see the difference between

kids who go to Wheatley and the kids who go to

Jefferson. I see the educational difference. I see

much more for the kids in Jefferson, because the

Wheatley kids get their books from the other schools

when the White kids can't use them anymore because

they're out of date. This sort of thing.

That's equal education again. Wheatley should have

the same teaching capability and the same facilities

as any other school in Texas.

I think I should be able to choose to go to

Jefferson or to Highlands or to Wheatley.

That's freedom of choice you're talking about.

Yes.

That's freedom of choice in education, which has

been knocked down by the Supreme Court but it could

be turned around some other way and made legal.

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS KING:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS KING:

MR. CHEVIOT:
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MISS KING:

MR. CARROLL:

MISS KING:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS KING:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. O'CONNELL:

The second is pollution in San Antonio in the

air and all that. Also, there should be some

type of funds set up for club houses in neighborhoods

where there is no other thing for the smaller kids to

do - elementary school kids, pre-school kids.

Recreational needs and facilities and that kind

of thing.

Yes, for smaller kids. The main problem in setting

up club houses is that there is no building you can

use. During the summer, poor kids need books.

If you get them books, they will read. This sort

of thing.

Neighborhood youth centers?

Yes, for pre-school and elementary school children.

This next thirty-minute session involves an open

and free, uninhibited dialogue among the participants.

You can expand on what is on the board or what you

have on paper. It's not a debating society but an

open dialogue to express more fully the concerns you

have for this city.

Terry O'Connell from Antonian High School.

I'd like to say that as far as Wheatley is concerned,

you completely missed the point. That's exactly

what we were saying - that Wheatley needs the better

education. I went to a thing called, 'Boy's Day,"

with Anthony Newell who was the senior class president

from Wheatley. .The first time I saw him, admittedly,

I was turned off and I didn't want anything to do

with him. Then I roomed with this guy while I was
e



MR. O'CONNELL:
(Cont 'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

up there. The deal is, you say, a better education.

We're saying that bussing them and shipping them

might give them a better education, but that is

not freedom. What we are saying is, let them keep

their school pride, because where they have pride for

the school, they are going to take pride within

themselves. Instead of going around the problem,

why not get them textbooks that are good, and why

not go directly to Wheatley and make it as good as

any other school. Admittedly, it was shoved off to

the side and has been that way ever since. What

we're saying is, if you're going to give them freedom

of choice in education, fine. But bussing is not

freedom, it's not even a choice. Also, what we

are saying is, if you're going to give them a

better education, education is something more than

can be found in words in textbooks. Education is

something in your mind and in your entire self. To

do this, you don't destroy a person's pride. Right

now, a lot of the Wheatley kids are down in the

dumps because they don't have this education. Why

not let them keep their mind and soul and give them

this better education in what they believe in so that

they can believe in themselves.

She wasn't talking about bussing. She was talking

about freedom of choice. If she wanted to go to

Alamo Heights, she could with a tuition arrangement.
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MISS KING:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS KING:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. CEDILLO:

I don't agree with forced bussing, but I don't

think it's good to stop bus ing. What I would

like to see happen is a new Wheatley be built,

something that is as good as most of the new schools

going up now. Wheatley is about to fall down. I'm

scared to walk up the halls.

H.E.W. said they were going to do that.

It takes a little while. Isn't this about the

second year that the kids have been afraid that

Wheatley was going to close? I know they did last

year. Why wasn't the building started back then?

It's a problem with the bonds. They can't sell the

bonds because of high interest rates.

Richard Cedillo, Holy Cross High School. I would

like to talk on equal education. I come from the

west side. As you might know, the west side has the

lowest percentage going off to college. A lot of

these kids can make college, but they are just

financially unable to go to college. I would

support something like a television program where

all these sources of revenue, federal aid and state

loans be brought out and advertised so people who

can make it to college will take advantage of it.

Also, we came out with equal education and federal

aid to private schools. We have only two who don't

go to private schools at this table. We feel that

since our parents pay taxes, school district, state

and city taxes, we should get the benefit of the tax
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MR. CEDILLO:

(Cont'd)

MR. KOSUB:

MR. SAUCEDO:

dollars that our parents pay. I'm trot just talking

about Catholic schools. I'm talking about all

private schools. We think we would better our

educational standards, pay our teachers a lot more,

and benefit by getting a real good education - a

lot better than we are getting now.

Steve Kosub, Churchill High School. Why not channel

the same funds that would be split into private

schools into public schools? What is the point of

them staying in private schools?

Oscar Saucedo, St. Gerard High School. I am not

sure I understood you. Private schools are vital,

especially here in San Antonio. There was a clipping

that came out - and I had a photostatic copy taken

of it - which gives the exact number of students here

in San Antonio going to private schools and exactly

how much it will cost taxpayers here in San Antonio

to build new schools. Let me clarify myself. If

every private school in San Antonio - Catholic or

institutional school - were to close down, then the

state would not have enough room to house every

student that was out. This would come from tax

money - more tax money. The only way they have is to

rent these buildings we are using now. In September,

or right before school starts, if all private schools

decided to close, what can the state do? They have

to act quickly because they have to see that we
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MR. SAUCEDO:
(Cont'd)

MR. KOSUB:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. WEIGANO:

get -n oion. They can either rent buildings

or build new ones. Take Catholic schools; if we

wait until one closes down, they will have enough

time to build new ones and these private schools

will be closed. What we want to do is act now

and stay open. Private schools offer a good

education - just as good as the public school. I

am no different than you. I have the same amount

of fingers and two feet. I want to know why I

can't get the money back that my parents are paying

in taxes, just like you are, just because I choose

to go to a school where I can learn the Christian

way of life.

This is what I don't understand. Do you all go to

private school for the religious aspect of it, or ar

you doing it for community service, or what is it?

Let's not debate the issue. There's a need for

educational support, private and public, and it's

a very highly emotional type issue and one which was

offered here today. We have it on the blackboard

as a need which our people must look at.

Fred Weigano, Central Catholic. The need that I

see pressing in the San Antonio area is the retarded

There are many retarded people. I'm sure a lot of

you know of one who lives down the street, or if

you're going to public school, you know of one in

the special .class. How many people sneer and
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MR. WEIGANO:
(Cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. DIETERT:

laugh at t . arded people. It's not their

fault, they :-re b-:r-i like that, It really rips

me up when I see some retarded child being laughed

at or scorned because he can't help it. I think

the state and I think the city and everyone has

neglected the retarded child. Many people are

trying to start working on their social involvement.

TARS, they work on the social aspects. They have

bowling and things like that to help these retarded

kids. In helping these retarded kids, it also

helps each and every one of us. It gives us something

to work for. I think that this is a very pressing

problem.

That need came up several times in the first session,

too.

Rod Dietert, Highlands. I want to talk about the

pollution problem, both air and water pollution.

Right at this time, San Antonio is not in as bad

shape as many other cities. Last summer I spent in

Tuscon, Arizona, which is known as one of the health

resorts in the United States. They have a very bad

case of smog and you can see it from the mountains.

It is a cumulative process that builds up, and we

have a problem here with the small industry that we

have. We certainly don't want them to be restricted

in a way that they would be forced to close down but

we do need some.'legislation to help the pollution

problem.



MR. DIETERT:

MR. CHEVIOT:

Another one is the San Antonio River. We have

a problem with the sewage treatment system here.

We have one of the best in the United States, yet

the water that is being put into the river is not

pure enough to be re-used in any way, and certainly

not for drinking. They say it is 90% more pure

than when it came in. Yet, there are many soaps

and detergents that are not breaking down, they

come through the treatment and are dumped into the

river and the agitation stirs them up. The only

way that you know they are there is when they go

down and the river is stirred up. This is also

accumulation. There are many cities south of San

Antonio, and I'm sure if the people knew what was in

the water that was flowing through the city, they

would not be particularly happy about it. It may

present a health problem. I think it needs more

investigation. I'm not going to say it does. Certainly,

the people at the sewage treatment plant know what

the situation is and it needs to be looked into.

We have a very active Metropolitan Health District

involved in ecology in terms of pollution in the air

and in the water. They are very active. There is

no serious pollution now. There could be, if this

community grew into an industrial type metropolis,

a serious problem. But right now, they are watching

and it's a constant problem.
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MR. FISCHER:

MR. STENGER:

Tim Fischer, of Medina Valley High School. I'm

talking about this pollution problem. The Medina

River is a tributary of the San Antonio River,

but there is no River Authority for the Medina

River and it's getting worse and worse. Medina

Lake was started as an irrigation project but now

it's used as a recreational facility and no one

takes care of it. The City of Castroville won't

take care of the river and there is no authority.

I don't believe San Antonio takes care of it. I

think it should be controlled.

Earl Stenger, University of Texas Medical School.

I would just like to put in a plug on the drug

counselling, sir. A number of students at the

school have put up a drug counselling center which

we feel is unique in that it is run by medical

students. It is a place where one can go to receive

advice, counselling or information on drugs in an

objective manner. Anyone who shows up taking any

kind of drugs, we are not necessarily going to try

to talk them out of what they are taking. We are

there to give out the information and they are there

to digest it, except they are objective. We feel

that it's an important project because many times

kids on drugs have no one to turn to for information.

Usually, they can't turn to their parents. Many

times the news media will sensationalize some of

the facts on drugs so they're skeptical of this.

We have set up and have pamphlets available plus
1



MR. STENGER:
(Cont'd)

MR. LAUBE:

MR. STENGER:

MR. CHEVIOT:

mrca c: ,n Friday and Saturday nights

avaiiaT all Lbt long where you can go and get

any information you want. Kids on bad trips can

go and we will try to talk down bad trips. If

they have taken an overdose, we have made arrange-

ments to have them seen by the resident and the

psychiatrist at Bexar County Hospital. The Police

Department and the District Attorney's Office have

both promised to lay off completely so there won't

be any involvement at the center. There will be no

fear of the law in the case. The center has been

going for about three weeks now. Last weekend we

saw about eight kids and it has been increasing

steadily. I would just like to plug that so you can

take it back to your school.

Where is the center located?

The center is at 1101 West Woodlawn. It's an

annex to Beacon Hill Presbyterian Church. The name

of the center is Nystagmus. If you can't remember

that, it's also called Drug Counselling Center or

Flickering Eye. We have a phone. You can call the

operator and she can give you the phone number under

either one of those listings. We are there every

Friday and Saturday nights, as long as we have to be.

Let me ask one question of the group. Is there abuse

in San Antonio in your opinion on the high school

level? Raise your-hand if you think there is a serious

problem on drug abuse. . . . . . .

We have a problem. m



MR. CHEVIOT:
(Cont'd)

MR. O'CONNELL:

MR. CHEVIOT:

Another question. In the conference held two

weeks ago and in this conference, in face of all

the unrest on the college campuses, no one has

talked about the Vietnam war and no one has

talked about the dialogue between the President

and the youth. Are you people involved in this? Is

it a fragment of college life? Is everybody concerned

this much at your level in high school? Has anyone

any opinion on that?

Terry O'Connell, Antonian. When we started out,

we narrowed it down to the community and that's why

we didn't bring it up. The first thing we talked

about was the Kent State shootings and what we

thought of them, but we felt that was national.

At our school we have an entire class, like civics,

with nothing but facts - you either went to the

press - the Express or the Light. Then we have had

subscriptions to newspapers all over the country,

getting evidence on this and finding out exactly

what is going on. One of the main things we have

really been concerned with is the youth problem, the

student problem at the colleges. The thing that

gripes most is that you just can't seem to get any

information on it. It's kind of hidden.

It's local. You have activity at Trinity and you

have some at S.A.C. No one kn ows where it's going.

It's a pretty bad situation right now. Are the

high schools talking at all about this current unrest?
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MR. CEDILLO: Ricardo CedlV , of Holy Cross High School. I

think it varies here in most high schools - the

attitudes. One high school would not be the same

as the other. In some of our classes, mostly in

Theology, we all agree that it is wrong to kill;

that any war is bad and there is no such thing as

justifiable war. We do agree that sometimes you

can't go by the rules and sometimes you have to

kill. I think it is surprising to realize that at

Holy Cross in one class the majority of the students

thought that the National Guards should not be con-

demned for shooting. They did have pistols and

the demonstrators should realize that they were not

just showing them off. Any time there is trouble

and the people are warned, there is danger that

they are going to be used. I think we all realize

that in dealing with humans, and that includes

National Guardsmen, they will become panicky and

will fire into a crowd. People against people,

and destruction against destruction.

MR. CHEVIOT: It's brother against brother - it could be in this

case.

MR. CEDILLO: You burn down a building and you get shot for it.

Statistically, in our school, most of the guys

agree on the Cambodian involvement.

MR. CHEVIOT: They are for it?

MR. CEDILLO: Yes. President-Nixon said it will speed up the war

and we are for that. If they keep it up in Cambodia,

then we will change our minds about it. As it
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MR. CEDILLO:
(Cont'd)

MR. DIETERT:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. DIETERT:

MISS KING:

stands ncw, i- it will keep the enemy from

bringing supplies to 'the people who kill our men in

Viet Nam, then we are for it.

Rod Dietart of Highlands. Most of the students I

talked to at Highlands are just as concerned about

campus unrest as the college students, and they have

very strong opinions. They are also looking with

disgust upon the college administrators who will

allow this action to break up the educational process.

College is a great development for them, both from

and educational and maturing process. They feel

they will be deprived of this if they attend certain

colleges even here in the State of Texas. They

sympathize to a certain extent with the students'

views but they don't agree with the way it's being

done.

To be destructive and destroying?

Yes. Personally, I can't see how they say students

are provoked into throwing rocks. It's pretty hard

to go down Congress Avenue in Austin, or Pennsyl-

vania Avenue in Washingtn, D. C., and find a rock

to throw. You have to carry it there. I don't know

how much is provoked and how much is calculated.

Blythe King from Providence. Of the few girls I

talked with at Providence, none of them feel the

same about our going into Cambodia. From the many

black guys I've'talked to about Cambodia, I found

very few liked the idea because all they see is their
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MISS KING:
(Cont'd)

MISS RUIZ:

MR. HANCOCK:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. O'CONNELL:

losing r :I', 'f Frments - college deferments--

and going over and getting killed. Most of them

don't see why we should be in Viet Nam.

I don't see why people just keep on trying and

trying to make peace when there will never be peace.

Howard Hancock of MacArthur. This has to do with

the rioters. I noticed an incident in the newspaper

where a news station in California had been called

and asked to send a cameraman down to a riot, stating

he would be protected. The station refused to

televise any riots. They said they would give the

facts on it but they would not televise it. I

feel if you cannot play up the riots, it would be

good. A lot of them probably think they can get

their name in the newspaper or on TV if they kill

somebody or burn down a building.

Let me ask another question. What do you see

lacking on this tube in terms of your needs. What

are we not doing in programming that you think we

should be doing?

Terry O'Connell from Antonian. When I used to

turn on Channel 12 for the news at 10 o'clock, I

wondered if I was watching a news report or a Project

Terror. One thing, I can't see this music coming

up from the background when somebody is hurt and

there's an accident. One thing I would like to see

and Channel 4 does it to a certain extent, is that

they not play up one side of it. Some of the TV

stations are formal and stiff with no personal
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MR. O'CONNELL:
(Cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. O'CONNELL:

MR. DIETERT:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS CLEE:

communicaL i.-. I forget the name of the weather-

man, but he is constantly doing something . . .

How can you forget the weatherman - Jim Dawson.

Jim Dawson. That's it. He is constantly bringing

something out that's a personal relay between the

newscasters themselves. We can identify with

"Here we are again, folks, This is the news." Some

play up the gory stuff, but there are a lot of good

things going on and I would like to kind of see more

of it.

Rod Dietert of Highlands. One of the things that

turns off a lot of students that I've talked to is

that rather than just reporting the news, and this

is more on the national level than local, the

commentators have to inject their opinions and

interpretations into it. Most of the students today

are able to interpret the news. It really turns

them off. They say, "He told me the facts but I

sure don't look at it that way." It's really bad

when somebody is reporting from Viet Nam and they

always stick in their own little comment or view about

it.

It's called biased reporting.

Mona Clee from Keystone. This session right now

is supposed to be a community project. Why don't we

take the time that is devoted to automobile wrecks

on the Channel 4'news and each day devote that time to

one of these topics? One automobile wreck is pretty
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MISS CLEE:
(Cont'd)

MR. LUNQUIST:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. HANCOCK:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. HANCOCK:

MR. CEDILLO:

MR. CHEVIOT:

much like another with lots of blood. Do you

think the people want to keep on watching blood

day after day? And the people who are involved

in the wreck do not particularly like seeing their

relatives plastered out.

In the month of March we had 210 stories on our

10 o'clock news and 32 were violent.

Different kinds of violence.

Howard Hancock, MacArthur. Back on reporting, I

noticed that during APOLLO 13, Jules Bergman the

ABC commentator, quite often injected his feelings

about "they will never make it back," and all this.

It just seems to me that on something like that,

you're listening but you don't want to hear a

negative attitude.

Some of the commentators get carried away.

You want the facts and form your own opinions.

Yes, sir.

Ricardo Cedillo of Holy Cross. I would also like

to see this sensationalism taken out of the newspapers,

television and radio. There are 35,000 people in a

university and 3,000 are throwing rocks. They focus

on the 3,000 and the rest are in school. I think a

lot of times it leads to more demonstration.

Last week on the local news when we talked about the

unrest in Ohio and Kent, we talked about 2,000 out
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MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS KING:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS KING:

MR. STEVES:

MR. CHEVIOT:

of 24,000 to try to identify the number who we

involved, whether it's good or bad. We talked.

about Trinity, 75 students and non-students out of

30,000 who walked to Fort Sam Houston.

Blythe King of Providence. I don't like to sit

around and watch television and see blood all over

the place or see a policeman getting hit by a rock

or somebody else getting hit with a policeman's

stick. But I have to know what is going on around

me. I think it is very important that Channel 4

and the other stations give this to me. I have to

know what is going on at Kent State as much as I

have to know what is going on down here. I have to

know why my Black brothers and sisters are rioting

just as well as I need to know that everything is

cool in San Antonio, which it really isn't. I

think this is good and I think you report these

things rather well for the most part.

You want to be informed by an unbiased report?

Yes.

John Steves, Texas Military Institute. On the

subject of newscasters injecting their own opinions,

personally, I like to hear newscasters' opinions, but

I also want them to state that it is their opinion.

You want it labeled?
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MR. STEVES:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. CEDILLO:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. CEDILLO:

MR. CHEVIOT:

Yes, sir, as a. eUitorial. I think too often when

a newcaster interjects his own opinion, the public

is too ready to accept it as the truth simply

because he is the man there and he is supposed to

know. So, when he interjects his own ideas, every-

body accepts it as true. I do want to hear news-

casters' and your opinions and other people's

opinions about things, but they should be labeled

as such.

We agree.

Ricardo Cedillo, Holy Cross. At the height of

this Kent State reporting, I would like to say that

one thing I liked on the Channel 4 reporting -

particularly the noonday news - I forget who the

reporter was. . .

Frank Matthews.

Mr. Matthews gave a shot that was taken by the NBC

people and put it on and they asked the opinion of

the students and they referred to all college students

and all National Guardsmen as people who are dodging

the draft just like everybody else. As soon as that

report got through, Mr. Matthews came in and said,

"I would like to clarify that. Not all National

Guardsmen and students are dodging the draft."

That tore down that guy and showed them up. That's

one thing I like about Channel 4.

Is there a program idea. Jack, why don't you talk

about GENERATION? u



MR. CARROLL:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS ADKISSON:

We have been tr-iing to produce a program which

would tune us in with what the young people are

talking about and thinking. A communications

effort for you to get out to the viewers, hopefully

to your parents, in an attempt to understand what

it is you're saying and why you're saying it. We've

attempted so far to do two different programs,

neither of which has really come off. The kids in

the last conference suggested that they like to rap

back and forth; they don't want to sit and watch

a bunch of their peers sitting around and agreeing

with each other. They would rather "get it from

someone who knows." This is the direction we are

taking right now, with a cross-section of San Antonio

youth, high school and college, and give them a

member of the so-called establishment to answer

questions and to keep dialogue going among the youth

themselves. Not make the member the star of the program

or to espouse his views. The last group felt that

maybe this would do it and they would prefer watching

something like that rather than just sitting around,

rapping back and forth among yourselves.

Does anyone have any opinion on that kind of format?

Barbara Adkisson, St. Gerard. I think a program

like that might prove successful because I feel that

right now, our sitting here talking seems somewhat

successful to me. It is interesting and if someone
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MISS ADKISSON:
(Cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

VOICES:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. MONTGOMERY:

would debate with us, I think you would get even

more response, because I think we're responding now.

I have one other question, and I'm very curious

about this answer. Do you think you represent

the majority of the students at your school or

are you up here someplace - or below - or where?

Are we talking to the average high school student

in San Antonio?

No.

We are not talking to them?

Jim Montgomery, Texas Military Institute. That's

one of the things I'm looking at in your program,

GENERATION. I can see the potential for good,

but I can also see a great potential for bad. It's

one of the ways in which TV can influence riots - by

picture. I think you have to be very careful in who

you pick to be on this program because if you have

a large following in the teenagers who watch it, they

are going to say "this is what people are talking

about." It might be a real minor issue that isn't

going to be talked about, but because it's on TV,

it's going to be influential. I can see potential

for bad as well as good. I would like to know how

you are planning to pick these people, because I know

that at my school I probably don't represent more

than maybe a quarter, or even less, of the people

at that school. I'm sure many of the people here
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MR. MONTGOMERY:
(Cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. WEIGANO:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. KOSUB:

MR. CHEVIOT:

are representing fewer because there are only 285

people at my school and some of you are representing

schools with 6,000 or so. I know Alamo Heights

has something like that.

Aren't you people concerned about the same things that

the other students are, more or less? Or are you

more concerned than they?

Fred Weigano from Central Catholic High School. The

word you just said, Mr. Cheviot, was "concern." I

don't see that it matters if you are on the academic

list or on the athletic list. It's the concern. If

you get people who are concerned from these schools -

I think a lot of people are too smart to think that

that is what the school says. I think, "That is a

concerned student from, say, Central Catholic High

School,who is speaking out." That is all I would

get out of it.

If we developed a questionnaire along the lines of

developing needs and sent it to every high school

in San Antonio, do you think we would get this kind

of response?

Are you talking about sending it to every student?

Every student in San Antonio. Would we get that

kind of a breakdown on the questionnaire - these kind

of needs - or would we get something entirely

different?
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MR. KOSUB:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. KOSUB:

MISS TINER:

I think you would get maybe a quarter of them back.

The average student, I think, in a lot of cases,

doesn't worry a lot. I think if you're going to

get people who are concerned, they're going to

represent one opinion or the other but the average

high school student isn't worrying himself too much.

If the 25% who would be concerned - would they come

out with this kind of a list?

Yes but there would be very different viewpoints

on it.

Tammy Tiner, Churchill High School. The boy from

Texas Military Institute was saying that he

represented maybe a quarter of the student body.

I don't think you can find any person who is going

to be representative because there are too many

different kinds of groups in high school. You can

find a student who is average as far as grades and socio-

economic grouping, but you're not going to find a

student who is just a really good example of the

whole student body because each group is concerned

with different things. I do think that if you sent

out a questionnaire, you would get things that are

on this list because the people who are concerned are

probably going to be in the minority. I know I'm

concerned more than most but not as much as some other

person. I don't feel that I'm really a good example

of the whole high school.
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MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. RASTRELLI:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. FISCHER:

How do we go about selecting a panel to put on

this television program once a month? How would

we make sure we get the views of the entire student

body? We want you people, we want some of the fringe,

the radicals, perhaps, the long hair, if they

represent a different viewpoint, the beads and the

sandals. How do we get a cross-section without

overbalance?

Alan Rastrelli, Antonian. I think one way would

be like the way we were chosen. The principal came

up to us and asked if we would like to come here.

I'm sure that hardly any of the school knows that

we're here. If we could get all the students

involved in it together, the community will know

more about it and the students can possibly choose

their own representatives rather than a faculty member

coming up and asking.

If it came back to you people and the group that

preceded you two weeks ago, and we asked you to

submit names of people to represent your school

on a given program date, would that be one way of

developing the right cross-section? Or, would you

send a counterpart of yourself - a carbon copy of

yourself?

Chuck Fischer, Keystone. In my case, our principal

was probably just going to take the Student Council

President or the President of the National Honor
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MR. FISCHEIR:
(Cont'd)

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS KING:

Society. 1 id i e is really not going to represent

all the different opinions of the school. I think

maybe if you left it up to these people who have

been here before, they might be able to pick students

with different viewpoints.

The people in this room would pick a different kind

of group?

Blythe King, Providence. I think that's a very

good idea. We're all here now and I'm not trying

to put in a plug for myself, but from hearing me talk,

what my level of thinking is and which way my view-

points go, you can ask me for a certain type of

individual that you would like to speak on a certain

subject from my school. Like you might ask me for

someone who is really a hard-core conservative when

it comes to naturals and I could give you someone

who has hair down to their knees, you know. I think

that would work real well.

Tim Fischer, Medina Valley High. Someone mentioned

that the kids should elect who they want to come. I

don't think that would work very well because they

would pick the most popular person who would not

represent a majority of the students' thinking.

In other words, we would be getting xerox copies

of what is here already.

Probably not.

MR. FISCHER:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. FISCHER:
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MISS TINER:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MISS TINER:

MISS EAST:

MISS FRITZ:

Tammy Tinier, Churchill. I think you want people

who are going to be interested and concerned with

the problems of the community, is that right?

Yes, and those who represent the typical high

school student.

Maybe a typical high school student might not be so

concerned. Perhaps if you had an announcement at

the school that says, "All students interested in

community matters, go to a certain room," and then

have a teacher or someone who is interested help to

decide which students would go. If you get the

students who are interested and the problems they

think need to be emphasized, it would be better.

Lica East, St. Mary's Hall. For myself, I didn't

know what sort of things were going to be discussed

at this conference. I think.the student body should

be informed and let it be more of a voluntary thing.

Let the person who is concerned volunteer to come.

I think they would have more to offer than somebody

like myself. I'm not a citizen of San Antonio, and

I don't even live in the community of San Antonio.

Debbie Fritz, Seguin High School. I think you should

go into groups and find out the people who are the

most active because these are the people who are

most likely to speak out and give you the cross-

section of their community.
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MR. LAUBE:

MISS KING:

I would like to ask a question. You mentioned

something - that things aren't as cool as they

seem to be. What did you mean by that?

Well, I've talked with people about racism in

San Antonio. And everything that happens, the

first thing that people tell me is that this really

doesn't exist. I can think of hundreds of examples

where there was very subtle racism and constant

examples where people didn't say, "you're a negro

I don't want you," but other things. And they

find ways. There is racism in San Antonio. Even

this past summer, Ginny and I went down for a job.

I went first. We had the same qualifications, the

exact same age with one month's difference. Neither

of us is dumb. Maybe that was it, that she was more

intelligent than I, I don't know what it was. They

gave me this thing about being inexperienced and

then they told Ginny they would call her to train.

I didn't say this was racism but I can think. It

happens this was a magazine company and when Ginny

was being trained, she was told you don't sell to

negroes, you find out what side of town they live on,

this sort of thing. If you find out through the

conversation that the person is Black you do not

sell them the magazine. So, I think this is racism;

outright racism.

It does exist in San Antonio and we're trying to

help eradicate it. No question about it, it
cc

does exist.

MR. CHEVIOT:



MR. CARROLL:

MR. CARROLL:

MR. CARROLL:

MR. CARROLL:

MR. CARROLL:

VOICES:

MR. KOSUB:

MR. MONTGOMERY:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. MONTGOMERY:

MR. CHEVIOT:

I would like to ask one thing and I would like

to ask for a show of hands. How many of you

watch television news? Any time.. Regularly.

HANDS RAISED BY STUDENTS.

How many of you watch television news documentary

specials? Say, the Sixty Minutes, The White

Papers, Project Twenties.

HANDS RAISED BY STUDENTS.

How many of you watch the entertainment programming?

The Bonanzas, the Lawrence Welks, television

generally?

HANDS RAISED BY STUDENTS.

How many watch daytime soap operas?

HAND RAISED BY A STUDENT.

How about movies? You all figure you're pretty

selective then in what you watch?

Yes.

I've noticed this year especially there's been a

lot more in the way of special programming,

documentaries and that sort of thing. I think that's

the best thing that has been done in a long time.

What age level is TV programming, the entertainment

section. . .

Some people say 12 years old but I don't believe it.

I've heard as low as seven and eleven.

It's higher than seven. We go at least to twelve,

except Saturday morning.
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MR. MONTGOMERY:

MR. CHEVIOT:

MR. MONTGOMERY:

MR. CHEVIOT:

And another thing, you were talking about all

the programs that you give like - I know something

about Adelante and some of these, but I've never

heard of Generation.

GENERATION is not on the air yet. It's in the

planning stage.

I've never heard of maybe four out of six.

There's FORUM and CONVERSATION.

Let's formally close and those who want to stay,

we will sit here and talk.

CONFERENCE ENDED AT 6:00 PM.
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